Environment
Tremaine Foundation

We believe community wisdom and innovation, combined with courageous choices, can restore
ecosystem health and relationships between people and their environments. Stemming from this, we prioritize
transformational approaches that center those most aﬀected by current social, economic, and environmental
disparities. To advance action, we invest in creative, collaborative, and sometimes disruptive eﬀorts to redeﬁne
and mobilize human, social, and ﬁnancial capital toward equitable systems change.

What’s at Stake: The Issues

The “Environment” is a complex collection of elements and conditions. Multiple issues are deeply connected to each
other and also relate to social systems that can make their impact even more extreme for some. Seeing the issues as
an interconnected challenge is critical to addressing them from the ground up.

ENERGY HOUSING

The U.S. has less than 5% of the
world’s population, consumes
17% of the world’s energy and
accounts for 15% of world GDP.

Nearly ALL COMMUNITIES IN THE
U.S. STRUGGLE WITH HOUSING
AFFORDABILITY regardless of size,
properity level or growth pressures

Source: University of Michigan Center for Sustainable Systems

Source: The National League of Cities

FOOD

In the U.S., CLEAN JOBS
OUTNUMBER FOSSIL
FUELS JOBS NEARLY 3 TO 1
(3.26M TO 1.17M). Wind
technicians and solar
installers are predicted to
be the top two
fastest-growing jobs
through 2026.

In 2017, an estimated
1 IN 8 AMERICANS were
FOOD INSECURE:
40 million people including
12+ million children.
Source: Alisha Coleman-Jensen, Matthew P. Rabbitt,
Christian A. Gregory, and Anita Singh. 2018.
Household Food Security in the United States in 2017,
ERR-256, U.S. Department of Agriculture, Economic
Research Service

AIR

WATER
700 MILLION PEOPLE
WORLDWIDE COULD BE
DISPLACED by intense
water scarcity by 2030.
Source: Global Water Institute, 2013

JOBS

In 2012,
6 MILLION PEOPLE DIED AS A
RESULT OF LIVING OR WORKING
IN AN UNHEALTHY ENVIRONMENT,
representing 23% OF ALL DEATHS.
Source: World Health Organization https://www.sho.int/gho/phe/en/

HEALTH

ONLY 1 PERSON IN 10
LIVES IN A CITY WITH
AIR CLEAN ENOUGH
to meet World Health
Organization air quality
guidelines.
Source: World Health Organization

Our Systems Change Point of View
Community to community, we are mobilizing for sustainable development. The complex interconnections
might look a little diﬀerent in each location, yet we have lots to learn from each other’s work. Shared
information will help everyone make better and better decisions – and, if we center equity, the
interdependent solutions can draw strength from each other and roll-up into collective beneﬁts.

Our Approach

There are multiple catalysts that make the best foundation for communities to identify their own
needs and create eﬀective roadmaps.

From local communities, to the state and national level, change happens in interconnected ways.

“The most
eﬀective,
meaningful,
long-lasting
change is led
by people in
their own
communities.”
—Erin Barnes,
ioby
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It Takes a Community: Highlights

Sustainable CT

STATE

SUSTAINABLE
STATES network

NATIONAL

Shared Vision. Local Impact.

Local Actions. Statewide Impact.

Sustainable CT provides a roadmap for communities to
making strides in and across these baseline areas:
Transportation, Physical Infrastructure & Operations,
Public Services, Planning, Land & Natural Resources,
Local Economies, Housing and Cultural Ecosystems.

“Municipal leaders and residents embrace the
Sustainable CT platform to guide and support
them in realizing the collective vision for their
communities. We are inspired by the stories of
deeper community engagement, inclusion, and
change at the local level from Sustainable CT
communities.” - Lynn Stoddard,
Executive Director, Sustainable CT

Sustainable CT
COMMUNITY MATCH FUND

LOCAL

The 12 state Network enables members to exchange
information, foster the development and success of
local government sustainability initiatives, share
resources and best practices, and work together to
demonstrate positive impact.Solutions are a better ﬁt
with community engagement.

“Together our statewide local program members
are supporting over 1900 communities to take
action on climate and sustainability while
addressing the interconnectedness of local issues.
We are building a national movement to drive
collective progress on climate, resilience, and
sustainability” - Lola Schoenrich,
Network Coordinator, Sustainable States Network

Sustainable CT
EQUITY SUPPORTS

LOCAL

Through the partnership with ioby, the crowdfunding
platform, any one from an enrolled Sustainable CT
town can put forth a local project based on a $1:$1
matching scenario. In this model, local leaders get
fundraising support and help developing their ideas
and their town gains Sustainable CT points.

The Equity Supports are a comprehensive way to talk
about Sustainable CT’s approach to optimizing for
equity. Elected oﬃcials and other municipal staﬀ
attend equity trainings, work with the Equity Toolkit,
are trained and are able to receive just in time Equity
Coaching services.

“The Community Match Fund is an open call for
good ideas around sustainability actions. As town
certiﬁcation is happening, this innovative funding
model has an added beneﬁt of connecting
engaged residents with leaders in local
government, and strengthening civic infrastructure
well beyond just one project.” - Abe Hilding-Salorio,

“There are opportunities here for all
municipalities in the state to think about and get
direct support for ensuring issues and practices of
equity are included at every step decision point.
The work shows up in the planning, design and
implementation of projects and/or processes.”

Community Outreach Manager, Sustainable CT

- Isa Mujahid, Equity Coach, Sustainable CT

Tremaine Foundation

Environment

The Emily Hall Tremaine Foundation seeks and funds innovative
projects that advance solutions to basic and enduring problems.

www.tremainefoundation.org

